SEIICHIRO WAKABAYASHI
The localization P ?0 (iff) of P (?) at $ ° and the multiplicity m^ of f ° relative to P are denned by 2m J f y, *=i,-, z
We impose the following assumption on {P, I^-} :
(A) The system {P, Bj} is 5-well posed, i.e.
when ? is real and where -R°(f) denotes the principal part of !?(?') and TI>TQ (see [3] ). Now we can construct the fundamental solution G(.r where r>7i,= (*, 0) efi n+1 and ^(f) -(^ j) -cofactor of L(f) (see [3] , [4] , [6] ). F(x 9 y) has to be interpreted in the sense of distribution with respect to (x,y) in JR+XJR+. We put
F(z) =F(z',z n ,0, -z n+1 ) 9 z= (z,z n+1 )
where lt= {AeR; A<0} 5 and regard F (^ ) as a distribution on X. We note that F (z) can be regarded as a distribution on jR 71 " 1 and that supp F C {z^R n+1 ;z n >0}. In order to investigate the wave front set WF (G) of G(x 9 y) it suffices to study WF(F)« Our main result is stated as follows: The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we shall study some properties of symmetric functions of ^i" (f ') > ""s^^O-
In Section 3 Theorem 1. 1 will be proved. In Section 4 we shall give some remarks and examples. § 2. Algebraic Considerations
In this section we assume without loss of generality that P(f) is it follows that 7 T (P p , f0 (7;^o))=)r((P <0 , I) ) f .) when 4 +1 >P>0 .
Q.E.D.
We define q^q(f") by 
, which is a contradiction to P f0 /, g (^ ; f ») = 0. Next assume that there exists a non-negative integer k such that k<r -1 and 9 */(W*P f o/ f g (^ ; f ") 0 in ^. Then we have r q+k = k, which is a contradiction to (2.14).
For Z r >p>l we have 
Then for any compact set M in F((P (
We note that
The following lemma is obvious. 
Remark. R^,,(rj') ^R^(f] f )
is the localization of jR(f') at ? 0/ .
Moreover this lemma for f °' -0 implies that
The following lemma is also obtained by Lemma 2. 9. In the above two lemmas we can replace R($') by R Jk (g') or P± ($', X) with obvious modifications. n o°-was shown in [7] . Q.E.D, This shows that so called lateral wave appears when
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